Abstract. A number of syntactical properties of identities, such as regularity, normality, k-normality, externality and P-compatibility of identities have been extensively studied. We develop here a technique for producing from a basis for a variety V with certain idempotent terms a basis for the variety P(V), the smallest P-compatible variety to contain V. When V is finitely based, so is P(V).
Introduction
A number of syntactical properties of identities have been extensively studied including regularity, normality, k-normality, externality and P-compatibility of identities; for regularity, normality and k-normality see [13] , [8] , [18] , [19] , [14] , [2] , [12] and [7] . External compatibility was introduced by Chromik in 1985, and studied by Chromik in [6] , by Plonka in [16] and [17] , by Romanowska in [20] , and by Halkowska in [9] , [10] , [11] and other papers. A basic problem is to study the variety generated from a given variety by all the identities having a particular syntactic property. One can look for algebraic characterizations of this new variety, an equational basis for the new variety, free algebras, and so on.
In [15] , the authors developed a technique for producing from a basis £y of a variety V with an idempotent term, a basis for the /c-normalization Nfc(V) of V. If £y is finite, so is £jv fc (V)-In this paper, this result is generalized to P-compatible varieties P(V). Throughout this paper we consider a type r = (rij)j e / of algebras and identities with F = {/j | i G 1} the set of operation symbols of type r, and we make the assumption that our type contains no miliary operation symbols. In this section we introduce the terminology and notation we shall need. DEFINITION 1. (i) Let P be a partition of F = {fc | i G 1} and 6 P the corresponding equivalence relation on F. An identity s « t is called P-compatible if either s and t are the same variable, or s = /¿(si,..., s ni ) and t = fj (ti,..., t nj ) for some terms si,..., s ni , 11,..., t nj , and for some indices i,j G I such that (fi, fj) G ©p.
(ii) A variety V is called P-compatible if all its identities are P-compatible.
The concept of P-compatible includes two well-known special cases. When P is the partition consisting of a single block only, P-compatibility is the property of normality ( [2] , [8] , [19] ); when each block of P has asingle element, P-compatibility is what has been called external compatibility ( [6] , [17] , [20] , [9] [10], [11] ). For a variety V we let P(V) be the variety satisfying the set of all P-compatible identities of V, and call P(V) the P-compatibilization of the variety V. It is the smallest P-compatible variety to contain V.
To discuss equational bases we shall need notation regarding the substitution of a term for a variable. We will denote by u(x/p) the term obtained by substitution of the term p for every occurrence of the variable x in the term u. We also need the notion of the rank of a term t of type r: this is defined inductively, by letting the rank r(t) equal 0 if t is a variable term and equal 1 plus the maximum of r(t\),... ,r(t nj ) if t -fj{t\,... ,t nj ) for some j G I and some terms t\,... ,t nj . (The rank is also called the depth or maxdepth of a term.)
An identity a is said to be a consequence of a set E if whenever E is satisfied by an algebra A (that is, by the smallest variety containing .4), then a is also satisfied by A. A set E is closed if a € E whenever a is a consequence of E. Let V be a variety of type r and let E be a set of identities of type r. Then Id(H) denotes the smallest closed set of identities of type r containing E and Id(V) denotes the set of all identities of type r satisfied by V. It is known that a G Id{E) iff a follows from E by Birkhoff's following five rules of proof (see [1] ):
B1
for any term u of type r.
for any variable x oi u and any term p of type r.
P-compatible equational bases
Let r = (ni)ie/ be a fixed type, with a partition P of the set F of operation symbols. In this section, we consider a variety V of type r such that for each block A G P there is an idempotent term u = fj(u\,...,
unj)
with fj G A. That is, for each block A of the partition P, we can designate a term tA(x) = fji^Ai, • • • ,tAnj) with fj G A such that ~ x holds in V. We shall say that the variety V is P-idempotent when this condition is satisfied. In addition, we choose some A E P and its idempotent term tA to denote by t(x) = tA(x). Let Ey be an equational basis for V, and without loss of generality, assume that t(x) ¡=s x G Ey. We then define Ep(y), the P-compatibilization of Ey as follows:
Definition 2. Given a basis Ey for a P-idempotent variety V: Note that all the identities in Ep(y) are P-compatible identities which hold in V. In order to prove that Ep(y) is a basis for the variety P(V) we now prove four lemmas. 
.,t(vnj))
is a consequence of Ep(y 
If t(u) « t(v) is a consequence of Ep(y) and U ~ V IS i " compatible then u ~ v is a, consequence of Yjp^yy

Proof. Let u = /¿(«i,..., u ni ) and v = fj(ui,..., u nij ), for some /¿, fj G A and some A € P. Then by Lemma 2, ^(u) ~ ¿A(^) is a consequence of £p(y). The Lemma now follows by Definition 2(ii). • LEMMA 4. If u & v is a consequence of Ey then t(u) as is a consequence of Sp(y).
Proof. If u w i > is a consequence of
Since t(u\) ~ t(v\) G Ep(y), it follows that t(u) = t(u\)(x p /w) « t(v\)(x p /w) = t(v) is a consequence of
We now assume inductively that u fa v E Am and that whenever an identity p fa q E Am_i then t(p) ~ is a consequence of £p(y). Now the identity ukb can be derived from Am_i with one application of Birkhoff's rules of proof. If u fa v follows from u\ fa v\ using B1 or B2, then t(u\) fa t(vi) follows from ^p(v) by assumption, and the same application of B1 or B2 yields t(u) « If u fa v follows from u fa w and w fa v by Proof. If u fa v holds in P(V), then by Theorem 1 it is a consequence of Sp(v) and thus by Definition 2 a consequence of Sp(Vi) U Ep(v2)-Since Ep(vx) and Sp(v2) are consequences of Tf and respectively, the corollary now follows. •
B3 then t(u) fa t(v) follows from t(u) « t(w) and t(w) ~ t(v). Now let
Some examples
As mentioned in Section 1, P-compatibility encompasses the two special cases of normality and external-compatibility. Our Theorem 1 therefore includes bases for both these cases, for varieties with the appropriate idempotent terms. One such variety is the type (2,2) variety of all lattices. In this type there are only two partitions possible on the set of operation symbols, corresponding to the two situations of normality and external compatibility, and both operation symbols meet and join satisfy idempotence. Thus we obtain a basis for the normalization of the variety of all lattices, given in [2] , and for the externalization of the variety of all lattices, from [4] . The varieties of idempotent semigroups or bands also meet the idempotent requirement, so we obtain bases for the normalization of the countably infinite number of band varieties; this result is one case of the bases for ^-normalization of varieties of bands, from [5] . In this section we present several additional basis examples. 
